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Surah Al Alaq 
 
When you listen to the Quran, you should do so with complete focus because the heart that is                  
pure will never tire of KalamAllah, of the reminders. 
 
So to recap, the nasiya is the place of making decision, to choose to lie/sin with intent. We are                   
the ones making the choices so we always have to choose what is pleasing to Allah SWT,                 
whether it is what we say, or do. A good choice is one that draws us closer to Allah SWT, one                     
that work towards our aakhirah. 
 
Ayah 17 
 
In this Allah SWT says fal yad’oo nadiya. This is to a man who is proud of his wrong choices                    
and he is putting himself in great danger by choosing to be disobedient to Allah SWT. Allah                 
SWT issues him a challenge. 
 
In Surah Al Baqarah as well, Allah SWT issues a challenge to the disbelievers, saying that if you                  
don’t believe in the Nabi SAW, bring something like the Quran then. Why is Allah SWT                
challenging these people? Because deen is protection and these people are out of the circle of                
protection! So in this Surah, it is specifically for people like Abu Jahl. 
 
Fa - then, la is the lam of amr (command) and this can be of two types: a direct one, and indirect                      
one. This la is the latter type. And yad’oo means he calls. Nadiyahu is nadii + hu (him/his). Nadii                   
in arabic means club, coming from nada - calling and clubs are formed by calling people to it, to                   
a place of gathers, mujtama’a qawm where they talk, and get to know each other, to feel a                  
connection, a familiarity, a sense of belonging. 
 
In effect Allah SWT is saying call all those people who are like Abu Jahl, who identify with him to                    
support him when they are all in Hellfire. Allah SWT says call your idols, whoever your source of                  
power and support is. This is why the company we keep is very important, we should be with                  
the righteous people as much as possible. On the Day of Judgement, all close friends will be                 
enemies to each other, except for the muttaqeen. The muttaqeen are friends not because of               
desire or choice, but because they are friends for the sake of Allah SWT. 
 
That is why Nabi SAW when he made the dua, rabbana hablana min azwajina wa dhirriyatina                
wa ja’alna lil muttaqeena imama, he said that may Allah SWT make us leaders of the people                 
who are righteous. There’s no point in having followers who are not on the path of the deen.  
 



 
 
Ayah 18 
 
In this ayah, Allah SWT says sanad’oo azzabaniyyah.  
 
There was once a man who was well educated and so proud of himself that he’d thought it was                   
okay to issue a challenge that if Allah SWT is real, then he will die now and he died. What made                     
him do this? The lack of respect for Allah SWT, Allah SWT who is so Forgiving and so                  
Forbearing. Your whole life is in His Hands. This is what La ilaaha ilAllah means that you love,                  
magnify and respect Allah SWT over everything and everyone else. 
 
So Allah SWT is saying He will call the Zabaniyya, the angels of the Hellfire, the malaikatul                 
adhaab. They are in charge of punishing people in hellfire, and we believe in Angels and they all                  
have their own jobs, so these are the keepers of the fire. They are strong, harsh and hard - they                    
will have no mercy for the people of the hellfire because they are deserving of their punishment. 
 
What is the comparison between these creatures and the likes of Abu Jahl? None, the angels                
can wipe out an entire town with a flap of a wing. We should never doubt the punishment of                   
Allah SWT and this was a reminder to everyone, that there is NO comparison whatsoever. 
 

 
 
 
 



Ayah 19 
 
In this Ayah again Allah SWT is talking to Nabi SAW. He SWT says to him SAW,  
kalla - nay!  
La - don’t  
Tuti’hoo - obey him 
Wasjud - command to sujood, most important pillar of the salah 
Waqtarib - and come closer 
 
And people who don’t follow Islam will always try to stop the people who do from obeying Allah                  
SWT and His Commands. Don’t get involved with such people and likewise it is said that we                 
should follow and obey our parents, husband etc but we shouldn’t if they ask us to do haraam,                  
but continue to be nice.  
 
And what was annoying Abu Jahl was the sujood that Nabi SAW making, and sujood shows our                 
complete submission to Allah SWT and that’s why Allah SWT told him to prostrate, again. And                
this shows us that we shouldn’t be afraid when we follow the commands of Allah SWT, we                 
should be strong and firm on our path and in our actions. 
 
Waqtarib implies that sujood is the closest place to Allah SWT so when we do sujood, we draw                  
closer to Allah SWT. We put the most honorable part of our body, our face on the ground for the                    
sake of Allah SWT and this will elevate us in rank near Allah SWT. This was a big support to                    
Nabi SAW and still is to all the believers. 
 
When the disbelievers try to stop us, we have a choice to listen or not listen to them, so we                    
should always choose to follow Allah SWT. we should increase dua in sujood as well. This is the                  
sujood at tilawah and should be made in recitation and in prayer but not necessary when                
memorizing and studying. It is sunnah not wajib. 
 

 
 
 


